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Everything done backwards and still telling us how great his agenda went........

Belarus Floods EU with Migrants from Middle East
Soeren Kern - Gatestone Institute
Thousands of migrants from Africa, Asia and the Middle East are pouring into
the European Union from Belarus, a landlocked country in Eastern Europe.
The surge in illegal immigration is being orchestrated by Belarusian

President Alexander Lukashenko, who is accused of trying to blackmail the
EU into reversing the sanctions it imposed over his disputed reelection and a
crackdown on dissent.
While the EU — hampered by its ideological commitment to open borders —
appears at a loss as to what to do next, Poland, Latvia and Lithuania are
being forced to spend millions of euros to build fences along their borders
with Belarus. An EU spokesman explained that Brussels "does not finance
fences or barriers."
Lithuanian Foreign Minister Gabrielius Landsbergis said that Belarus should
be a concern not only for the Baltic countries or the EU, but for the "whole
democratic world" which, he advised, "needs to wake up."
"We firmly believe that the protection of European external border is not just
the duty of individual Member States but also the common responsibility of the
EU. Hence, proper political attention should be paid to it on the EU level and
sufficient funding allocated." — Joint statement issued by the prime ministers
of Poland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.
"Only a very clear and unified EU policy on returning irregular migrants can
effectively prevent criminal groups and regimes from exploiting illegal
migration for their own purposes. Europe's message must be short and precise
— those illegally entering the EU cannot be granted a refugee status and will
be returned to their countries of origin." — Lithuanian Foreign Minister
Gabrielius Landsbergis.

A surge in illegal immigration into the European Union is being orchestrated by
Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko. Dozens of Afghan migrants remain
trapped in a stand-off along the border between Poland and Belarus. They have been
camping out in a forest near the village of Usnarz Górny for almost a month after
being taken there at gunpoint by Belarusian authorities. Pictured: Belarusian border

guards stand behind the group of Afghan migrants on the border with Poland near
Usnarz Górny, on August 20, 2021. (Photo by Wojtek Radwanski/AFP via Getty
Images)
Thousands of migrants from Africa, Asia and the Middle East are pouring into the
European Union from Belarus, a landlocked country in Eastern Europe. The surge in
illegal immigration is being orchestrated by Belarusian President Alexander
Lukashenko, who is accused of trying to blackmail the EU into reversing the sanctions
it imposed over his disputed reelection and a crackdown on dissent.
Many of the migrants are being flown to Belarus from the Middle East and then
bussed to EU borders by Belarusian authorities. The trips are being organized by
Belarus's state-owned tourism agency, which charges migrants between $1,800 to
$12,000.
The number of people illegally entering the EU from Belarus increased sharply after
Lukashenko signed a decree on July 1 that allows citizens of more than 70 countries
to travel to Belarus without visas and stay for up to five days, ostensibly to get
Covid-19 vaccine shots.
The EU's notoriously fraught relations with Belarus deteriorated in August 2020 after
fraudulent presidential elections which Lukashenko claimed he won with 80% of the
vote. He subsequently launched a brutal nationwide crackdown against
pro-democracy protesters. The EU responded by sanctioning 40 officials suspected of
election misconduct — but not Lukashenko himself.
Relations deteriorated further on May 23, when Belarusian authorities forced a
Ryanair flight from Greece to Lithuania to land in Minsk, the Belarusian capital, and
arrested a 26-year-old Belarusian opposition journalist on board.
The EU responded a month later by expanding sanctions against Belarus,
which retaliated by suspending an agreement with the EU to stem illegal immigration.
"Before, we stopped drugs and migrants," Lukashenko said. "Now you will eat this
and catch them yourself."
While the EU — hampered by its ideological commitment to open borders — appears
at a loss as to what to do next, Poland, Latvia and Lithuania are being forced to
spend millions of euros to build fences along their borders with Belarus. An EU
spokesman explained that Brussels "does not finance fences or barriers."
In Poland, more than 3,000 migrants — mostly from Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria, but
also from Iran, Somalia and Tajikistan — tried to cross the border from Belarus in
August alone. By comparison, 122 people crossed the border illegally during all of
2020.
"These are not refugees, they are economic migrants brought in by the Belarusian
government," Deputy Foreign Minister Marcin Przydacz said at a news conference.
Poland accuses Belarus of retaliating against Warsaw's recent decision to grant
asylum to Krystsina Tsimanouskaya, a Belarusian athlete who refused to return home
from the Tokyo Olympics.

On September 2, the Polish government declared a 30-day state of emergency along
parts of its 400-kilometer (250-mile) border with Belarus. The move would limit
people, including Polish pro-immigration activists, from approaching the border.
On August 23, Polish Defense Minister Mariusz Blaszczak announced the
construction of a 2.5- meter-high (8.2-foot) "solid fence" along his country's border
with Belarus. Since then, Poland has deployed more than a thousand troops to secure
the border.
"The situation on the border with Belarus is difficult and dangerous," presidential
spokesman Blazej Spychalski told a news conference. "Today, Poland, being
responsible for our own borders, but also for the borders of the European Union,
must take measures to ensure the security of Poland and the EU."
Meanwhile, dozens of Afghan migrants remain trapped in a stand-off along the
border between Poland and Belarus. They have been camping out in a forest near the
village of Usnarz Górny for almost a month after being taken there at gunpoint by
Belarusian authorities.
Polish Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki said that although he sympathized with
the migrants, they would not be allowed to enter Poland. He described them as "a
tool in the hands of Mr. Lukashenko" and vowed that Poland would not succumb to
"this type of blackmail." Deputy Foreign Minister Marcin Przydacz added: "If we
accept this group, the next moment we will have not 10 or 20, but 1,000, 2,000 and
10,000 people trying to enter."
In Lithuania, more than 4,100 migrants — mostly from Iraq, but also from Cameroon
and Congo — have entered illegally from Belarus so far this year. By comparison,
just 74 migrants crossed the border illegally during all of 2020.
The Lithuanian parliament recently voted to build a 508-km (310-mile) fence along its
border with Belarus. The 4m-high (13-ft) metal fence topped with razor wire will cost
€150 million ($180 million) and be completed by September 2022.
"Without this physical barrier, it is impossible to protect our borders, it is very clear,"
Interior Minister Agnė Bilotaitė told the Reuters news agency. She also announced a
plan to purchase plane tickets and offer cash payments of €300 ($355) for migrants
who agree to return to their country of origin.
Lithuanian officials have accused Belarus and Russia of operating human smuggling
networks with the help of Iran to transport people from Iran, Iraq and Turkey to the
Lithuanian border. A video filmed by Lithuanian border guards shows Belarusian
troops forcibly pushing migrants into EU territory.
Lithuanian Foreign Minister Gabrielius Landsbergis said that Belarus should be a
concern not only for the Baltic countries or the EU, but for the "whole democratic
world" which, he advised, "needs to wake up."
In Latvia, approximately 500 migrants have tried illegally to enter the country in
recent months along its 175-kilometer (109-mile) border with Belarus. The

government has declared a state of emergency, which allows the military and police
to support border guards. They have been ordered to instruct illegal immigrants to
return to the country they came from, and authorized to use physical force if they
refuse. The state of emergency is effective until November 10.
Latvian Interior Minister Marija Golubeva said:
"Belarus is weaponizing international migration and making a special
path for irregular migration to the border of the two Baltic states,
Lithuania and Latvia. This is not any sort of spontaneous emergence of
a migration trail to our countries; this is a specifically directed action
by the government of Belarus as perhaps a way to have revenge on the
European Union for the sanctions that were imposed after the plane
was hijacked."
A joint statement issued by the prime ministers of Poland, Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania on August 23 accused Lukashenko of engaging in "hybrid" warfare:
"It is clear to us that the ongoing crisis has been planned and
systemically organized by the regime of Alexander Lukashenka. Using
immigrants to destabilize neighboring countries constitutes a clear
breach of the international law and qualifies as a hybrid attack against
the Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and thus against the entire European
Union....
"In the EU we need to use this momentum to rethink our approach
towards the protection of our borders. We firmly believe that the
protection of European external border is not just the duty of
individual Member States but also the common responsibility of the EU.
Hence, proper political attention should be paid to it on the EU level
and sufficient funding allocated....
"Belarus must assume its full responsibility for people whose arrival to
its territory it has organized itself. It is unacceptable that people who
have arrived in Belarus are being unlawfully directed to the EU
external border, to be later prevented from returning to their countries
of residence. Weaponizing refugees and immigrants threatens the
regional security of the European Union and constitutes a grave
breach of human rights. Such behavior should be condemned in
strongest terms by the whole democratic community."
A joint statement of the presidents of Poland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania added:
"Since June, we have been facing hybrid attacks on the European
Union's and NATO's eastern border. Vulnerable citizens from third
countries are being used to fuel illegal border crossings from Belarus.
This is not a migrant crisis but a politically orchestrated hybrid
operation by Alyaksandr Lukashenka's regime to divert attention from
the regime's growing human and civil rights abuses. We condemn this

unacceptable behavior. Futile pressure and reckless actions will not
change our agreed policy on the crisis in Belarus."
The European Union's bureaucracy, which famously operates at a glacial pace, has
issued a flurry of empty statements but has failed to implement effective steps to stop
the migration inflow. European Commissioner for Home Affairs Ylva Johansson said:
"What we see from Lukashenko is an extreme act of aggression
towards the European Union. He's using human beings in an
instrumentalized way. This is totally unacceptable. This is really,
really a dangerous way to act. So, I think it's important that we stand
together against Lukashenko and what he's doing."
Lukashenko, undeterred, has mocked the EU, saying that Belarus will not become a
"holding site" for migrants from Africa, Asia and the Middle East that he himself has
welcomed into his country:
"If some think that we will close our borders with Poland, Lithuania,
Latvia and Ukraine and become a camp for people fleeing Afghanistan,
Iran, Iraq, Syria, Libya and Tunisia, they are mistaken. We won't hold
anyone. They are coming not to us but to enlightened, warm and cozy
Europe."
Lithuanian Foreign Minister Gabrielius Landsbergis concluded:
"Only a very clear and unified EU policy on returning irregular
migrants can effectively prevent criminal groups and regimes from
exploiting illegal migration for their own purposes. Europe's message
must be short and precise — those illegally entering the EU cannot be
granted a refugee status and will be returned to their countries of
origin."
Soeren Kern is a Senior Fellow at the New York-based Gatestone Institute.

4 of the Prisoners Obama Exchanged for Bowe Bergdahl Were Just Named to
Senior Taliban Government Roles
Jack Davis - The Western Journal

A 2014 prisoner swap engineered by then-President Barack Obama has paid stunning
dividends for the Taliban now that four of the five terrorists exchanged for former
Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl will occupy top jobs in the new government of Afghanistan.
The Afghan television network TOLOnews said Khairullah Khairkhwa, Norullah
Noori, Abdul Haq Wasiq and Mohammad Fazl, all of whom were freed from
Guantanamo Bay in 2014, will help run the country, according to Fox News.
Bergdahl was later court-martialed for deserting his unit.

Republican Rep. Mike Waltz of Florida, who served in Afghanistan as a Green Beret,
said the appointments should add to every American’s disgust with what the Biden
administration has allowed to take place in Afghanistan.

“I have déjà vu knowing it’s the same national security team in place now that then
‘exchanged’ such high-value terrorists for traitor Bowe Bergdahl,” Waltz told
the Daily Mail.
“I personally led searches for Bergdahl and soldiers in other units lost their lives in
search of him,” he said.
“Seeing these former Guantanamo prisoners now in charge of a terrorist state that
will once again threaten the homeland is a slap in the face to every veteran, gold star
family, and victims of 9/11,” the congressman said.
“Despite this, the Biden Administration has still yet to learn appeasement has serious
national security consequences and we are more unsafe now as a result of this
disastrous withdrawal,” Waltz said.

Bill Roggio, editor of the Long War Journal, said the installation of four terrorists as
leading members of a new government should dispel any illusions of a kinder, gentler
Taliban.
“Now that the Taliban announced its government and it is clear the prevailing
‘wisdom’ that it would be inclusive is dead, when will other canards, like it is
‘pragmatic,’ ‘can’t govern,’ ‘wants legitimacy and will moderate’ or ‘it isn’t in its
interests to work with Al Qaeda’ die?” he asked on Twitter.

“When will Washington and the press stop listening to and repeating the arguments
of the failed analysts and architects of failure, with their canned, wrong-headed,
politically expedient talking points?”

As noted by Fox News, Wasiq was the Taliban’s intelligence director at the time of the
9/11 attacks and had ties to al-Qaida.
Fazl’s record was highlighted by Thomas Joscelyn, a senior fellow for the Foundation
for Defense of Democracies.
“U.S. officials found that Fazl worked with senior al Qaeda personnel, including
Abdel Hadi al Iraqi, one of Osama bin Laden’s chief lieutenants,” Joscelyn tweeted.
“Al Iraqi is still held at Guantanamo.”

In 2011, a Washington, D.C., judge said Khairkhwa “has repeatedly admitted that
after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, he served as a member of a Taliban
envoy that met clandestinely with senior Iranian officials to discuss Iran’s offer to

provide the Taliban with weapons and other military support in anticipation of
imminent hostilities with US coalition forces,” according to Fox News.
Haqqani comes into office after having a $10 million U.S. bounty on his head.
A State Department statement said it is studying the appointments.
“We have seen the announcement and are assessing it,” a spokesman said, according
to Fox News.
“We note the announced list of names consists exclusively of individuals who are
members of the Taliban or their close associates and no women. We also are
concerned by the affiliations and track records of some of the individuals.”

House Republicans Issue Urgent Warning About 'Most-Wanted' Terrorist Who
Now Controls Fate of Americans Stuck in Afghanistan
Dillon Burroughs - The Western Journal

Republicans on the House Homeland Security Committee expressed concern over the
safety of Americans in Afghanistan following the announcement of terrorist leader
Sirajuddin Haqqani as interior minister.
New York Rep. John Katko and Texas Rep. August Pfluger wrote a letter to Homeland
Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas to note their concerns.
“As you are aware, the ongoing crisis in Afghanistan continues to pose increased
terrorism risk to Americans both at home and abroad,” the letter, first obtained
by Fox News on Wednesday, said.
“With American citizens and our Afghan allies awaiting permission from the Taliban
to leave the country on chartered flights – a previously unthinkable scenario that is
wholly unacceptable to the American people – we are urgently concerned about the
Taliban’s naming of one of the FBI’s most-wanted terrorist operatives, Sirajuddin

Haqqani, head of a terrorist group known as the Haqqani network, as the country’s
acting interior minister.”
The letter specifically addressed the concern for Americans remaining in Afghanistan
under the leadership of Haqqani in the new Taliban government.
“We are concerned that this newfound power in the hands of the Haqqani Network
may further exacerbate circumstances leading to Afghanistan becoming a terrorist
safe haven, accelerating plotting against the United States emanating from
Afghanistan,” the congressmen wrote.
“The Haqqanis are considered the most lethal and sophisticated insurgent group
targeting U.S., Coalition, and Afghan forces in Afghanistan,” according to a report
from the director of national intelligence.
“They typically conduct coordinated small-arms assaults coupled with rocket attacks,
IEDs, suicide attacks and attacks using bomb-laden vehicles.”
The news of Haqqani’s addition to the Taliban government was shared on Tuesday.

Colorado Republican Rep. Doug Lamborn sarcastically tweeted, “Hey @FBI – I
found him.”

“Sirajuddin Haqqani is wanted for questioning in connection with the January 2008
attack on a hotel in Kabul, Afghanistan, that killed six people, including an American
citizen,” according to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
“He is believed to have coordinated and participated in cross-border attacks against
United States and coalition forces in Afghanistan. Haqqani also allegedly was
involved in the planning of the assassination attempt on Afghan President Hamid
Karzai in 2008.”
“He is reportedly a senior leader of the Haqqani network, and maintains close ties to
the Taliban and al Qaeda. Haqqani is a specially designated global terrorist,” the
FBI said.
The FBI lists a $10 million reward for information leading directly to the arrest of
Haqqani.
The terrorist leader is one of many questionable choices among the new Taliban
government’s list of leaders.

A group of men known as the Taliban Five has now come back to power in
Afghanistan as four of the five terrorists exchanged for former Army Sgt. Bowe
Bergdahl in 2014 by then-President Barack Obama’s administration now hold top
jobs in the new government.

Taliban Allegedly Beat, Mutilated and Slaughtered Pregnant Police Officer In
Front of Own Family
Mike Landry - The Western Journal

If anyone wonders why Afghans, Americans and others were desperate to get out of
Afghanistan after President Joe Biden pulled the plug last week, they only have to
look at what is now going on in the troubled country.
Taliban militants allegedly beat and shot police officer Banu Negar dead in front of
her family, according to BBC News. Family members said she was eight months
pregnant.
Relatives of Negar said the attack by three gunmen occurred Saturday in front of her
husband and children in Afghanistan’s central province. The relatives provided BBC
News with graphic photos showing blood on the walls of a room and a body with a
mutilated face.
The outlet reported there aren’t many available details about Negar’s death because
fear of reprisal kept those knowledgeable of the incident silent.
The Taliban denied connection with the murder, claiming they are investigating and it
may have been the result of someone with a personal grudge.
The Taliban have also attempted to portray themselves as nice guys not connected to
their previous image and have claimed they are not seeking retaliation against those
who worked for the previous government. But in the wake of this New and Improved

Taliban are documentations by human rights groups of revenge killings, religious
persecutions and detentions.
The status of women in the country is also rapidly changing. The position of Taliban
2.0 is that “women and girls will have all their rights within Islam,” according to
BBC News. That, of course, means there is growing segregation of the sexes and strict
rules being enforced regarding women’s wearing of the hijab.
On Saturday, some women demonstrated in Kabul against the restrictions. Special
forces attacked them with pepper spray and tear gas and fired into the air to break up
the demonstrations.
The specter of renewed oppression of women in Afghanistan presents a somewhat
resigned message from American feminists, who currently seem more focused on
opposing efforts in Texas to slow down abortion mills.
In an Aug. 27 column, Heather Barr, associate director of the Women’s Rights
Division of Human Rights Watch, said the international community should do
something to preserve the rights of Afghan women.
However, Barr said the U.S. and its allies never cared much about such rights to
begin with, and given their recent political setbacks, “They most likely wish they had
never seen Afghanistan.”
Shreya Chattopadhyay’s Aug. 9 column in The Nation retained an opposition to U.S.
involvement in Afghanistan, adding that “for the American state, the war was never
about women.”
Yet, Ms. Magazine on Aug. 18 came out strong for the fate of Afghan women. The
magazine portrayed itself as a hawkish supporter of the 20-year U.S. efforts in
Afghanistan as it published a letter to the Biden administration pleading for
protection for Afghan women and girls.
The letter was signed by such leftist lights as Ms. Publisher Eleanor Smeal; longtime
feminist activist Gloria Steinem; Christian Nunes, president of the National
Organization for Women; and Marcela Howell, president of In Our Own Voice:
National Black Women’s Reproductive Justice Agenda.
But, in the American tradition of moving on to the next big thing, most of the feminist
rhetoric now is not about the fate of Afghan women like Negar, but on the
American-Taliban-White-Rage-Toothless-Deplorables in Texas and their efforts to
keep children from being slaughtered in the womb.
Feminist reaction to the recent U.S. Supreme Court ruling upholding the Texas
abortion law has been pointed. The law prohibits abortion after heartbeat detection
and allows private citizens to sue anyone who performs or aids and abets an abortion.
“It is unbelievable that Texas politicians have gotten away with this devastating and
cruel law that will harm so many,” Amanda Williams, executive director of the
pro-abortion Lilith Fund, told The Guardian. The Lilith Fund was a plaintiff in the
Supreme Court case.

Because of the court decision “Women were told they would be hunted in this country
simply for seeking access to health care,” West Hollywood, California, Mayor
Lindsay Horvath said, according to KNBC-TV.
“You are not reasonable. You are not acting in good conscience. You do not care
about women,” abortion advocate Jessica Waters recently wrote to the Supreme
Court conservatives in a USA Today Op-Ed.
“You knowingly endanger women, the expert medical professionals who care for them,
and the people who support and love them.
“There is no conversation to be had with you. I’m done.”
To its credit, the current online issue of Ms. Magazine still has some articles on
women in Afghanistan. But much of their coverage is focused on the court decision on
Texas abortions.
Which raises the question of violence: How do we reconcile the horrible murder of
Banu Negar in Afghanistan with the violence against our own unborn children?

State Department obstruction of private rescue flights from Afghanistan revealed in
leaked email
State Department 'will not provide an approval' of charter flights from Afghanistan,
leaked email reveals
Peter Hasson - Fox News

State Dept accused of blocking evacuation flights from Afghanistan
'Outnumbered' panel reacts to the reported 'confusion' around multiple planes sitting
on the runway in Afghanistan while Americans are unable to evacuate.

EXCLUSIVE: The State Department refused to grant official approval for private
evacuation flights from Afghanistan to land in third countries, even though the
department conceded that official authorization would likely be needed for planes to
land in those nations, an email reviewed by Fox News shows.
Furthermore, the State Department explicitly stated that charter flights, even those
containing American citizens, would not be allowed to land at Defense
Department (DOD) airbases. U.S. officials have pointed to possible security threats
from landing charter planes at military bases, saying that they lack the resources on
the ground to fully verify flight manifests.
The Biden administration's delaying of private evacuation efforts has been a
widespread source of frustration, infuriating rescue organizers and even a prominent
Democratic senator.
Eric Montalvo, who organized a series of private flights evacuating those stranded in
Afghanistan, shared that email and others with Fox News after his evacuation efforts
were repeatedly hampered by the federal bureaucracy.
A Sept. 1 email that a State Department official sent to Montalvo underscores the
extent to which private evacuation efforts have run into bureaucratic roadblocks.
"No independent charters are allowed to land at [Al Udeid Air Base], the military
airbase you mentioned in your communication with Samantha Power. In fact, no
charters are allowed to land at an [sic] DoD base and most if not all countries in the
Middle Eastern region, with the exception of perhaps Saudi Arabia will allow
charters to land," the official wrote.
"You need to find another destination country, and it can't be the U.S. either."
The official noted that though some third countries "may require" official approval
from the State Department before accepting the private charter flights, the department
"will not provide" that approval.
"Once you have had discussions with the host/destination country and reached an
agreement, they may require some indication from the USG that we ‘approve’ of this
charter flight. DOS will not provide an approval, but we will provide a ‘no objection’
to the destination country government via the U.S. Embassy in that country."
During briefings on Sept. 2, the day after the official noted that the State Department
would not be officially approving charter flights, White House press secretary Jen
Psaki and State Department spokesman Ned Price both said that the Biden
administration was not preventing planes from leaving Afghanistan.
Price also addressed last week the security risks of allowing the charter flights onto
military bases.
"If these charters are seeking to go to a U.S. military installation, for example, we
have to weigh not only the threat to those who may be on board – especially if they’re
American citizens, LPRs, other Afghans to whom we have a special commitment – but

also to the safety and security of State Department personnel, U.S. military personnel,
Department of Homeland Security personnel, other U.S. personnel on U.S. military
installations," Price said.
"These are among the risks that the Department of Defense, the Department of State,
and the host government – which, of course, has an important say in all this – must
consider," he added.
A State Department spokesperson declined to answer Fox News' questions for this
story, referring instead to remarks that Secretary of State Antony Blinken made on
Tuesday.
"We’re working around the clock with NGOs, with members of Congress and
advocacy groups, providing any and all information and doing all we can to clear any
roadblocks that they’ve identified to make sure that charter flights carrying
Americans or others to whom we have a special responsibility can depart Afghanistan
safely," Blinken said.
"Without personnel on the ground, we can’t verify the accuracy of manifests, the
identities of passengers, flight plans, or aviation security protocols. So this is a
challenge, but one we are determined to work through. We’re conducting a great deal
of diplomacy on this as we speak."
Blinken also denied that the Taliban was seeking to block passport-holding
Americans from leaving Afghanistan. "And it's my understanding is that the Taliban
has not denied exit to anyone holding a valid document, but they have said those
without valid documents, at this point, can’t leave," he said.
Americans involved in efforts to rescue those left behind in Afghanistan previously
described their horror at what they say are inexplicable delays from the State
Department that are preventing evacuation flights from leaving the country.
Rick Clay, who runs the private rescue group PlanB, previously told Fox News that
the State Department is the only thing preventing the flights he's organizing from
leaving Afghanistan. Other organizers of separate rescue missions echoed Clay's
criticisms to Fox News.
Four Americans, a mom and her three children, were able to escape Afghanistan on
Monday by traveling overland across the border to a neighboring country.
While the State Department claimed to have "facilitated" the family's evacuation, the
organizers behind the rescue mission said that the department was exaggerating its
involvement and deserves little to no credit for the rescue.
Houston Keene and Jennifer Griffin contributed reporting

Hurricane Ida death toll jumps to 82

Sophie Reardon - CBS News
More than a week after Hurricane Ida first made landfall in Louisiana, state health
officials have announced 11 additional storm-related deaths, raising the official death
toll to 82.

MARCO BELLO / REUTERS Aftermath of Hurricane Ida in Louisiana
The Louisiana Department of Health said Wednesday that the Orleans Parish
Coroner's Office confirmed the additional deaths. Two died of carbon monoxide
poisoning while the others died of "excessive heat during a power outage," according
to the department.
Louisiana has reported a total of 26 storm-related deaths. At least seven nursing
home residents died after being moved to a warehouse facility in Tangipahoa Parish,
where more than 800 residents from seven nursing facilities were housed as Ida tore
through the state. Images of the warehouse show patients in squalid conditions and
packed closely together on mattresses.

Provided by CBS News Nursing home residents die in warehouse durin... 02:26
Another four people died in the Southeast, while 52 others were killed in the
Northeast after Ida's remnants brought tornadoes and severe flooding to the area last
week.
President Biden traveled to New York and New Jersey on Tuesday to survey the storm
damage. The president pointed to the extreme weather as he pushed the need for
massive infrastructure spending and addressing the effects of climate change.
The storm made landfall in Louisiana on August 29 — the 16th anniversary of
when Hurricane Katrina devastated New Orleans — as a Category 4 storm and left
scores of residents without power, as well as shortages of gas and water.
Some residents in the state are still without power nine days later, according to
PowerOutage.us. Entergy tweeted Wednesday it has restored power to 70% of
customers who lost power in New Orleans during the storm.
Last week, officials estimated many of those still without power would have it restored
this week, with the exceptions of Venetian Isles along Highway 11, Irish Bayou and
Lake Catherine, which isn't expected to see restoration until September 25.

Biden, in Thursday Speech, to Impose New Vaccine Mandates
Katie Rogers - New York Times
President Biden is expected on Thursday to impose new vaccination mandates as part
of a broad plan to put pressure on private businesses, federal agencies and schools to
enact stricter vaccination and testing policies as the Delta variant continues its
spread across the United States.

Doug Mills/The New York Times President Biden has addressed the nation about
vaccines before, including this time in May.
The spread of the highly infectious variant has pushed the country’s daily average
caseload over 150,000 for the first time since late January, overwhelming hospitals in
hard-hit areas and killing roughly 1,500 people a day.
Mr. Biden, who was briefed by his team of coronavirus advisers on Wednesday
afternoon, is set to deliver a speech at 5 p.m. Eastern that will address about six areas
where his administration can encourage — or, at this point, push — more eligible
Americans to receive vaccines, according to the White House.
Officials offered few specifics, stressing that the plan was still coming together. But
two officials familiar with the plan said that it would include new federal
requirements for vaccination, and that its underlying message would be that the only
way to return to some sense of normalcy was to get as many people vaccinated as
possible.
“We know that increasing vaccinations will stop the spread of the pandemic, will get
the pandemic under control, will return people to normal life,” Jen Psaki, the White
House press secretary, told reporters on Wednesday. “That’s what our objective is, so
we want to be specific about what we’re trying to achieve.”
The Food and Drug Administration’s decision last month to grant full approval to the
Pfizer-BioNTech coronavirus vaccine has already prompted the Pentagon to require
members of the military to be vaccinated. Mr. Biden said at the time that the approval
should sweep away any lingering doubts about vaccination and spur more mandates.
When asked if Mr. Biden would be adding more detail to existing policies or would
outline measures that would have an immediate and broad effect on Americans, Ms.
Psaki replied: “It depends on if you’re vaccinated or not.”
Administration officials see signs that more people in the United States are open to
receiving shots — some 14 million got their first shots in August, four million more
than in July, Ms. Psaki said.

But about 27 percent of the eligible U.S. population age 12 and older have not
received any Covid vaccinations, according to data from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention. In some of the hardest-hit states, the unvaccinated
percentage is higher: 42 percent in Texas, for instance, and 38 percent in Florida.
About 1.3 million fully vaccinated people have received a third shot after federal
officials approved them for people with compromised immune systems. Mr. Biden has
publicly supported the idea of broadening the availability of third shots as boosters
for much more of the population, but health experts have advised the White House to
hold off promoting that for now.
On Wednesday, Ms. Psaki said that the White House was working toward a plan for
boosters, but did not give a time frame. She told reporters that Mr. Biden had chosen
Thursday to deliver an extensive speech on the virus because he understood it was
“top of mind for Americans” as they return to schools and offices.
The president will also be seeking to course-correct after a difficult month for his
administration, directing the public away from a chaotic and violent end to the war in
Afghanistan and back toward his administration’s efforts to curb a pandemic that has
upended every facet of American life.
But amid renewed fears of the virus’s damaging effect on the economy and the
prevalence of a troublesome variant, even Mr. Biden’s allies say it will take more
than a speech to ease concerns that the virus has once again spiraled out of a
president’s control.
“He ran on competence, bringing adults back into the room,” said Nick Rathod, a
former domestic policy adviser to President Barack Obama. “This is something that
he needs to take control of and show his level of competency. I think that’s why he
was hired.”

Apple confirms four new iPhones, and a nasty surprise for iPhone 12 owners
Adrian Kingsley-Hughes - ZDNet
It's amazing how much information can leak in advance of a new product release
from filings. FCC filings are particularly good sources of information.

ZDNet
The filing under scrutiny here is for an updated version of the MagSafe charger, and
it offers up some surprising details.
First off, we get confirmation that the charger is a 15W unit. I'd been hearing sketchy
rumors that Apple might boost the power output to offer faster charging, but the filing
claims a maximum power output of 15W.

Provided by ZDNet

Provided by ZDNet
The filing also lists new iPhones.

Four new iPhones, to be precise.

Provided by ZDNet
It is highly likely that these correspond to the iPhone 13, iPhone 13 mini, iPhone 13
Pro, and iPhone 13 Pro Max (model numbers are reported to be A2628, A2645,
A2634, and A2640 respectively).
The filing also has RF testing data for iPhone 12, iPhone 12 mini, iPhone 12 Pro, and
iPhone 12 Pro Max, and these are all labeled at "legacy." This points to the
likelihood of the 12 line being discontinued as soon as the iPhone 13 line is out (this
wording on similar FCC filings in the past, as well as how Apple has refreshed the
iPhone line in previous years).
It's possible that the iPhone 12 base model may take over from the iPhone 11 as a
stop gap in the line, but there have been speculation that Apple is planning to tidy up
and streamline the iPhone lineup in order to focus production on the newer handsets
and keep the constraints mentioned in the last financial earnings call to a minimum.
Rather shocking downgrade for a product that Apple continues to list as "new" on its
website.

Flight takes off from Kabul airport after Taliban cleared Americans and others to
leave
Mostafa Salem, Kylie Atwood & Laura Smith-Spark - CNN
A commercial flight took off from Kabul airport on Thursday for the first time since
the Taliban seized Afghanistan, hours after the militants cleared a group of
Americans and other foreign nationals to leave the country.

WAKIL KOHSAR/AFP/Getty Images A Qatari security personnel member stands
guard near a Qatar Airways aircraft at the airport in Kabul on Thursday.
It is unclear at this stage whether or how many Americans were on board the Qatar
Airways flight, reported earlier to be bound for Doha, or the nationalities of the other
passengers.
A US official and a source with knowledge of the matter had earlier said the Taliban
had cleared around 200 people, including American citizens, to fly out.
Live pictures showed people boarding the flight on Thursday afternoon Kabul time;
earlier, Qatari and Taliban officials were seen touring the airport tarmac, where the
Qatar Airways Boeing 777 stood.

Anadolu Agency/Getty Images KABUL, AFGHANISTAN - SEPTEMBER 03: A screen
grab captured from a video shows that employees make the last preparations before
domestic flights begin at Hamid Karzai International Airport in Kabul, Afghanistan
on September 03, 2021.
Several passengers waiting to check into the flight earlier said their final destination
was Canada. "We are going to Canada, we are Canadians," one man told an Al

Jazeera Arabic reporter at the airport in English. Another two men also said they
were bound for Canada.
The Taliban's acting foreign minister, Mawlawi Amir Khan Muttaki, thanked Qatari
special envoy Mutlaq Al-Qahtani for his country's efforts in restarting flights out of
Kabul International Airport, the Taliban said in a statement posted on an official
account.
A Qatari technical team has been in the country for the past 10 days, helping Afghan
officials restore airport operations.
An engineer on the Qatari team told a news conference Thursday that the airport was
now 90% fixed. "There are some technical issues that we cannot fix, but in total all
the equipment is working," said Mohamed Naeemi, speaking alongside Al-Qahtani.
Al-Qahtani called the resumption of commercial flights at Kabul airport "historic"
but said the process of reopening would be gradual. Other flights have landed
carrying humanitarian aid, he added.

MAXAR TECHNOLOGIES HANDOUT/EPA-EFE/Shutterstock A handout satellite
image made available by Maxar Technologies shows airplanes near the main
terminal at Mazar-i-Sharif Airport, northern Afghanistan, on September 3, 2021.
A US official told CNN that the Taliban's agreement for the 200 or so people to leave
on the charter flight Thursday came after US Special representative for Afghanistan
Zalmay Khalilzad had been pressing the Taliban to allow departures.
US Secretary of State Antony Blinken on Wednesday blamed the grounding of charter
flights in Mazar-i-Sharif, northern Afghanistan, on the Taliban, saying that the
militant group was not allowing them to leave.
The Taliban claimed "that some of the passengers do not have the required
documentation," Blinken said.

CNN has reached out to the White House, the US National Security Council and the
Taliban for comment on Thursday's developments. The US State Department declined
to comment.
Efforts to repair Kabul airport
The last US military planes left Kabul's airport just ahead of an August 31 deadline,
marking the full withdrawal of American forces. That landmark moment came only
two weeks after the Taliban seized control of the capital.
By the time the US completed its withdrawal, more than 122,000 people in total had
been flown out of Kabul airport since July and more than 6,000 Americans civilians
evacuated.
Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid said Monday that progress on getting Kabul
airport "back to normal" had been held up by the damage done to radar facilities.
"The Americans had damaged the radar and it takes time to repair," he said, adding
that the US had "deliberately destroyed definite parts of the airport."
Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu said Tuesday that Ankara also was
working with Qatar and the United States on keeping the airport in Kabul
operational.
"We currently have 19 technicians on the ground there working. But the most
important point is who ensures security?" Cavusoglu said in an interview with
Turkish private broadcaster NTV.
"Outside the airport, it could be the Taliban but inside (the airport) it needs to be a
private company or a state or two that the international community can rely on. If the
presence of a military is unwanted, there are private companies that can do this kind
of work."

AFP/Getty Images A US Air Force aircraft takes off from the military airport in
Kabul on August 27, in the closing days of a huge US airlift operation.

Coast guard rescues 125 migrants stranded on Italian isle
Associated Press (AP)
ROME (AP) — The Italian Coast Guard rescued 125 migrants who were spotted
huddling together on the rocky shore of a tiny uninhabited isle at dawn Thursday,
after one of their two boats partially sunk near Lampedusa island.

Provided by Associated Press The Italian Coast Guard uses an inflatable raft to
rescue migrants stuck on the shore of the Isola dei Conigli island off the Sicilian
island of Lampedusa, southern Italy, Thursday, Sept. 9, 2021. The Italian Coast
Guard rescued 125 migrants trapped on the rocks due to rough seas. (Italian Coast
Guard via AP)
The migrants, who included 49 women and 20 minors, were “in a clear state of shock”
when found on Isola dei Conigli, the coast guard said. The rocky islet is just across
from one of Lampedusa's most popular beaches, which attracts vacationers enjoying
its crystalline waters.
One of the two boats that the migrants had traveled on was found partially sunk, the
coast guard said.
Complicating the migrants' rescue were rough seas and jagged reefs. Special coast
guard rescue swimmers jumped into the sea near where the migrants were gathered
to bring them an inflatable yellow raft.
A diver guided the raft to a pair of motorboats as the vessels' crew members yelled to
the migrants to get aboard the raft in groups of three.

Provided by Associated Press The Italian Coast Guard uses an inflatable raft to
rescue migrants stuck on the shore of the Isola dei Conigli island off the Sicilian
island of Lampedusa, southern Italy, Thursday, Sept. 9, 2021. The Italian Coast
Guard rescued 125 migrants trapped on the rocks due to rough seas. (Italian Coast
Guard via AP)
Eventually all 125 were hoisted safely aboard the rescue vessels, given protective
wraps against the early morning chill and take to Lampedusa's port about four
kilometers (2.5 miles) to the east. The coast guard said in a statement that all the
migrants were in good health.
Lampedusa has a housing complex for migrants who reach the island after rescue
from unseaworthy boats launched by smugglers based in Libya. Sometimes fishing
boats or rubber dinghies crowded with migrants reach the island unaided after
setting sail from Tunisia's coast.
Requests by many of the migrants for asylum are often denied by Italy unless they can
document they are fleeing war and other conflict or persecution, not poverty. The
migrants are hoping to reach relatives or obtain jobs in Europe.

Journalists covering protest say they were arrested, beaten by Taliban
Mychael Schnell - The Hill
Several Afghan journalists who covered protests in Afghanistan said they were
arrested and beaten by the Taliban.

Getty Images Journalists covering protest say they were arrested, beaten by Taliban
Nemat, a videographer for local newspaper Etilaat-e Roz, told The New York
Times that he and his colleagues were on a street where dozens of women were
protesting when Taliban militants from the police station took his camera and
arrested him.
Nemat said he showed the militants his identification card but they still accused him
of organizing the protests. The Taliban reportedly took him to a room, tied his hands
with a scarf and started beating him with a cable.
Three of Nemat's colleagues were also reportedly arrested when they arrived at the
police station to request his release.
The journalists were eventually released hours later by a Taliban official, according
to the Times, who told them not to cover "illegal protests" going forward.
A Times journalist who interviewed them said they had extensive patterns of bruising
on their bodies, which looked like strikes from a cable or different blunt object.
Zaki Daryabi, the publisher of Etilaat-e Roz, said the situation was "the first very
serious incident involving journalists in Kabul, and if we don't stand together, much
worse things may happen."
"We haven't gotten any response from Taliban officials, but would like to know how
we can lodge a complaint," he added.
The reports of journalists being detained and beaten in Afghanistan comes after the
Taliban seized power in the country, which was solidified after the U.S. completed its
troop withdrawal. The insurgent group this month introduced its interim Afghan
government, which is made up of all men.
Protests have since taken place in the country, which the insurgent group has
responded to. On Tuesday, Zabihullah Mujahid, the acting deputy information and

culture minister, said all demonstrations had to be approved by the Ministry of Justice
in advance, according to The New York Times.
He said the current protests taking place are "spontaneous, and some people are
creating a riot." He told reporters they should not cover the demonstrations,
contending that they are "illegal."
Aber, one of the reporters who was arrested with Nemat, told the Times that the
barracks in the police station "were full of prisoners."
He recalled seeing one demonstrator covered in blood from being severely beaten. He
also said he saw Taliban fighters abusing prisoners and mocking the inmates, saying
"You want freedom? What freedom?"

Democrats don't care if Biden is caught lying
Christopher Tremoglie - Examiner
For four years of the Trump presidency, Democrats decried President Donald Trump
as a liar. He was often dubbed the “liar in chief” by Democrats and the media.
However, these same protectors of truth are suddenly eerily quiet regarding President
Joe Biden. The revelations of Biden’s phone call with former Afghan President Ashraf
Ghani in which Biden asked Ghani to lie resulted in little, if any, outrage by
Democrats or the media.

Provided by Washington Examiner
Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi dramatically tore apart Trump’s State of the
Union speech because Trump “shredded the truth.”
Yet Pelosi has offered absolutely no commentary on Biden lying and trying to cover
up one of the worst foreign policy debacles in the country’s history. Pelosi's office has

not answered Washington Examiner inquiries into why she hasn't commented on the
call.
Pelosi is not the only Democrat to fake outrage at Trump’s alleged lies, of course.
Nor was she the only Democrat to not say anything about Biden’s lies.
Presumably, then, the outrage behind the claims of Trump lying should be categorized
as nothing more than political theater. It always was such because, let’s be honest, all
politicians lie.
However, it would seem that urging a foreign country’s president to lie about what is
occurring should warrant significant scrutiny and criticism, regardless of political
affiliation.
And given that 13 members of the United States military were killed during what
Biden wanted Ghani to lie about, it makes Biden’s sins all the more concerning.
Furthermore, if Biden lied about Afghanistan and attempted to persuade a foreign
official to lie, it must immediately be asked, "What else is Biden lying about?"
Previously, Biden claimed he never suspected the Taliban would regain power as
quickly as they did, yet memos from the United States intelligence community reveal
he was at least informed it was a possibility.
Is Biden lying about this, too?
What other schemes is Biden working on behind the scenes to manipulate public
opinion?
That is the question the public needs to be asking.
As a candidate, Biden promised transparency and being the antithesis to “Trump’s
lies,” yet not even a year into his term, Biden has been exposed on numerous
occasions as a liar.
However, the same critics who condemned Trump and positioned themselves as
caring about the truth are ghosts when it comes to Biden.
This is particularly true about many legacy media outlets. Ultimately, it shows that
such people did not really care about a president’s lies.
They were only concerned about weaponizing them to sway public opinion to gain
political power.

US struggles with scores of unaccompanied Afghan children
ABC News
The 8-year old Afghan girl, housed at Ramstein Air Base without her parents, decided
to share her dreams with the U.S. staffers running the "youth pod" where she was
staying.

When word got to U.S. Air Force personnel, they decided to let her know that dream
could come true. They sent three female U.S. pilots to meet with her, give her a
challenge coin and tell her that in the U.S., she could become anything she wanted to
be.
The road to becoming one will be difficult, to say the least.
The young girl, whose name was withheld by the State Department to protect her
identity, is one of 275 unaccompanied children evacuated from Afghanistan,
according to UNICEF, as part of the massive U.S.-led evacuation operation.
Many of them lost their parents in the crowds and were sent on separate military
aircraft or chartered flights out of Afghanistan. Others were pushed inside Kabul
airport's fortified walls by parents desperate to give their child a better life than what
may come next in Afghanistan as the Taliban take control.
And others still were orphaned in the final days of America's 20-year war in
Afghanistan -- losing parents on the battlefield or in the crush of crowds outside the
airport gates.

Omar Haidiri via AFP via Getty Images A U.S. Marine grabs an infant over a barbed
wire fence during an evacuation at Hamid Karzai International Airport in Kabul,
Afghanistan, on Aug. 19, 2021.

"They were all traumatized," said one State Department official who served at Kabul
airport as a consular officer. Children there were brought to a reunification center
run by the Norwegian government, where some were able to be reunited with family.
But as the clock ticked down on evacuation efforts, U.S. officials knew they couldn't
leave any children behind, per the official, taking them all out on evacuation flights to
Qatar.
Some children were even separated there, according to the State Department. Safe
from the chaos of Kabul airport, one 17-year old boy was told by his parents to guard
his family's luggage. But when the bags were loaded onto an aircraft to Ramstein, in
Germany, he went with them -- without his family. His family was later flown to
Ramstein, and U.S. officials were able to reunite them.
But for the scores of other separated and unaccompanied children, finding close
family members to reunify them with is now a challenge.
U.S. officials from several agencies are working at military installations in Qatar,
Germany and even the U.S. -- with technical advice from UNICEF and the
International Organization for Migration -- amid concerns that some children could
be trafficked or others may be claimed as child brides.
Visiting Ramstein Air Base Wednesday, Secretary of State Antony Blinken met with
several of the 25 unaccompanied children currently housed there. "Many, many,
many Americans are really looking forward to welcoming you and having you come
to the United States," he told a group of them.
Already, there are at least over several dozen children that have been moved from
Ramstein and other U.S. bases to the U.S., where their cases are handed off to the
Department of Health and Human Services and its Office of Refugee Resettlement -the same agency that has handled cases of unaccompanied minors at the southern U.S.
border.

Olivier Douliery/Pool via AP Secretary of State Antony Blinken meets with an Afghan
refugee family outside Hangar 5 for evacuation operations at Ramstein Air Base
Germany, Sept. 8, 2021.
HHS "works to find extended family or other appropriate sponsors to care for the
child using established sponsor assessment procedures. Unaccompanied minors not
immediately unified with an appropriate caregiver are placed in culturally and
age-appropriate facilities," State Department spokesperson Ned Price said Friday.
He declined to specify who qualifies as an "appropriate sponsor," but said judgments
are made on a "case-by-case basis."
Blinken was briefed by one official from USAID at Ramstein, who told him before
reporters that 11 minors would be departing Wednesday evening after 21 others had
left in the last five days.
Virtually all of them have been flown to Dulles International Airport in Virginia and
onward from there to military bases across the U.S., where tens of thousands of
Afghan refugees are being housed as their cases are processed.
Blinken asked the official where the 11 departing that evening, some of whom he met,
would end up, but she said she did not know. When he met with a group of them
earlier that day, he engaged in small talk, asking where they were from and what
sports they were playing.
He toured some of their sleeping quarters in the pop-up facilities on Ramstein's
tarmac, passing sleeping bags and Spiderman pillows -- each facility marked with a
cartoon animal on its door to help kids remember their pod, like the giraffe outside
Door #7.
Inside one tent, Blinken saw some of the kids' artwork -- drawings and paintings,
including an eye, the Genie from Aladdin, boxing gloves and a couple landscapes -- a
beach and palm tree, a mountain valley.
"I know you all have a lot of questions. There are a lot of people who will look out for
you and help you," he told the group he met on his tour.
One young boy gifted Blinken a T-shirt -- and he told them, "I will wear this in
Washington and be able to tell everyone where I got it." They laughed and applauded,
according to the print pool of reporters.
Fatella, a 21-year old woman in a head scarf and black and brown checkered shirt,
told reporters about how difficult it was to get to Kabul airport, with bullets "flying."
Her father died some years ago, and her mother was unable to escape -- left behind in
Kabul.
Fatella, along with U.S. authorities, have been in touch with her, but it's unclear how
the U.S. will reunite them with Kabul airport still not functional.

Her mother would have to be evacuated from Afghanistan, as State Department
officials have made clear they will not send anyone who has been evacuated back into
the country.
But among the other challenges with reunification, officials are also concerned about
child trafficking. There have been "multiple cases" of young girls being claimed as
brides by adult Afghan men at one U.S. base in Wisconsin, according to an internal
State Department situation report obtained by ABC News.

Spc. Rhianna Ballenger/U.S. Army via AP Afghan children take a piece of chalk at a
children's activity event held by non-governmental charities at Fort McCoy in
Wisconsin, Aug. 31 , 2021.
The State Department's task force requested "urgent guidance" after staff at Fort
McCoy reported "multiple cases of minor females who presented as 'married' to adult
Afghan males, as well as polygamous families," according to the Aug. 27 report.
Child marriage is not uncommon in Afghanistan, but it is illegal under U.S. law, and
the State Department sanctions countries that don't crack down on it and other forms
of human trafficking.
U.S. officials in the United Arab Emirates reportedly sent a cable to Washington to
warn that some young Afghan girls had been forced into marriages in order to escape
Afghanistan and reported being sexually assaulted by these older men, according to
the Associated Press, which first reported about the Aug. 27 report.
The State Department declined to confirm whether there have been any cases of
forced marriages among Afghan evacuees or other forms of human trafficking, but a
spokesperson told ABC News last Friday that they take allegations "seriously" and
are "committed to protecting vulnerable individuals globally."
"We are coordinating across the U.S. government and with domestic and
international partners to detect potential cases of forced marriage among vulnerable

Afghans at relocation sites and to protect any victims identified," they added in a
statement.
After touring the base in her home state, Sen. Tammy Baldwin, D-Wis., told reporters
that an investigation had concluded there were no child brides at Fort McCoy,
according to the AP.
ABC News first reported on the concerns about human trafficking, especially of
unaccompanied minors, when Qatari officials raised it amid a wider warning about
the conditions at U.S. facilities in the country.
Qatar's assistant foreign secretary told U.S. officials there was a "danger of human
trafficking in such circumstances and highlighted the cases of unaccompanied minors
coming from Kabul," according to another internal situation report dated Aug. 23.

Oh Joe: More Americans ‘than ever’ fail Biden, Dems sour
Paul Bedard - Examiner
More Americans “than ever before” disapprove of Joe Biden’s job as president,
according to a new survey that has been favorable to the White House up to now.

Provided by Washington Examiner
The latest Economist/YouGov survey said that since the disastrous withdrawal from
Afghanistan orchestrated by the White House, Biden’s approval rating has tanked to
just 39% while his disapproval has spiked to 49%.
That gap is almost as large as former President Donald Trump suffered and the
survey analysis noted that Biden’s underwater approval rating equals that of Trump’s
at this stage of the presidency.
“President Joe Biden is confronting the worst public ratings of his eight-month-old
presidency. His approval ratings in the latest Economist/YouGov Poll, overall and on
his handling of major issues, have all fallen, dramatically in some cases. That

includes the evaluation of his handling of the COVID-19 pandemic, one area where
public support had remained high,” said the analysis.
The survey, which overweights Democrats, found that Biden’s base recorded the
biggest shift against him. “The drop in Biden’s approval rating is most severe among
Democrats.
Around nine in ten of them had approved of Biden’s performance for nearly all of his
first year in office. This week, Biden’s approval rating among Democrats dropped
nine points to 77% from 86% last week,” it said.
Democrats are also growing concerned about the economy and feel more and more
that the country is one the “wrong track,” said the survey analysis with this headline:
"More Americans than ever before disapprove of Joe Biden’s performance as
president."
The findings match a slew of other recent polls showing the public souring on Biden.
Yesterday, Secrets reported that Biden’s troubles are hurting the election chances of
Virginia gubernatorial candidate Terry McAuliffe.

Conway Refuses Biden's Demand to Resign from Military Academy Board: 'I'm
Not Resigning, But You Should'
Randy DeSoto - The Western Journal

Kellyanne Conway speaks during an event in the State Room of the White House in
Washington, D.C., on Aug. 12, 2020. (Nicholas Kamm - AFP / Getty Images)
Former Trump White House senior counselor Kellyanne Conway refused a demand
on Wednesday from President Joe Biden to resign as a member of the Board of
Visitors for the Air Force Academy.
In a letter addressed directly to Biden, Conway responded, “I’m not resigning, but
you should.”

“I am in receipt of the letter you sent me today demanding that I resign from the
Board of Visitors to the United States Air Force Academy or be terminated by 6:00pm
tonight,” she wrote. Conway noted several other men and women President Donald
Trump appointed to serve on academy boards reportedly received similar letters.
“Cathy Russell, the director of the White House’s Presidential Personnel Office, sent
letters to 18 individuals on three different boards, asking for them to
resign,” Politico reported. “The list includes the Board of Visitors to the Air Force
Academy, Military Academy and the Naval Academy, the White House said.”
Russell said she was sending the letters “on behalf of President Biden.”
Conway pointed out in her response to Biden that such demands were a break from
precedent and seemed to be aimed at further politicizing the military academies.
“Three former Directors of President Personnel inform me that this request is a break
from presidential norms,” she wrote. “It certainly seems petty and political, if not
personal.”
“The result is that faithful and willing public servants will be discouraged or
thwarted from service. Our service academies will risk being further politicized and
polarized.”
Conway — the first woman in U.S. history to serve as campaign manager of a
winning presidential race with Donald Trump’s victory in 2016 — further speculated
the move by Biden was aimed at distracting from several bad news stories, including
the Afghanistan pullout, a dismal jobs report, inflation, the border crisis, rising
COVID cases, and his own falling poll numbers.

“It was also a privilege to serve a President whose actions resulted in the deaths of
terrorists like al-Baghdadi, and Qasem Soleimani, rather than a President whose
actions results in the death of 13 U.S. service members,” she concluded in a stinging
rebuke of Biden.
Other prominent members of the Trump administration who received letters like that
of Conway included former Office of Management and Budget director Russell
Vought, former White House press secretary Sean Spicer and former National
Security Advisor H.R. McMaster.
In response to the Biden letter, Vought, who serves on the U.S. Naval Academy’s
Board of Visitors, simply replied, “No. it’s a three year term.”

Spicer, a graduate of the Navy Reserve commander who Trump appointed to the
Naval Academy’s board, announced Wednesday on Newsmax that he would be
joining a lawsuit to seek to block the action by Biden.

Spicer, a graduate of the U.S. Naval War College, believes the move is political and
perhaps aimed at taking the academy’s instruction in a liberal direction.
“Maybe it’s because they want to inject liberal ideology, like critical race theory, into
the curriculum,” he said, “and they want to ensure there’s no pushback and zero
oversight.”
McMaster, a retired three-star general who Trump appointed to the U.S. Military
Academy Board of Visitors, is a 1984 graduate of West Point and former instructor
there.
“Later this week McMaster is getting honored by West Point’s Association of
Graduates as a Distinguished Graduate of the academy,” Politico reported.
Afghan war veteran and 2008 graduate of West Point Meaghan Mobbs responded to
Biden’s resignation demand by noting that when she joined under Trump, “there were
holdovers from the Obama administration.”
“They were not terminated but instead served alongside Trump appointees,” making
for a more diverse board, she tweeted.
Mobbs concluded that Biden’s action “sets a dangerous precedent.”

White House press secretary Jen Psaki confirmed the request for resignations on
Wednesday.
“The president’s objective is what any president’s objective is was to ensure you have
nominees and people serving on these boards who are qualified to serve on them and
who are aligned with your values,” she said.
“And so, yes, that was an ask that was made.”

“[T]he president’s qualification requirements are not your party registration,” Psaki
added. “They are whether you’re qualified to serve and whether you’re aligned with
the values of this administration.”
Army veteran 'absolutely not' resigning after Biden's attempt to oust Trump
appointees from military panels.
The White House defended the decision to ask Trump appointees to step down.
Amy Nelson - Fox News

Captain Meaghan Mobbs (Ret.) says that she will not resign from the military
academy board because it should remain a non-partisan role.
Retired Army Capt. Meaghan Mobbs is fighting back against the Biden administration,
refusing the request to step down from her position on the military academy advisory
board after President Biden asked multiple Trump-appointed members to resign.
Biden is now facing backlash from multiple members of the board, including
Kellyanne Conway and Sean Spicer.
"It's imperative that we fight for this," Mobbs said on "Fox & Friends."
"One of the last places where we should be politicizing anything is at our United
States military academies. … There has been a long tradition of being nonpartisan to
ensure that we are offering the best possible advice and instruction to our West Point
cadets."
Kellyanne Conway, former adviser to President Trump and a member of the Board of
Visitors to the U.S. Air Force Academy, fired back at Biden on Twitter saying, "I’m
not resigning, but you should."
White House press secretary Jen Psaki defended the decision to oust
Trump-appointed board members, saying Biden wants qualified individuals who align
with his administration’s values to serve.
"Kellyanne Conway is absolutely qualified to be on this board," Mobbs said.

"People like her are the exact kind of people we should have making sure we have the
strongest teams possible and advising our military because she's one, a civilian; two,
brings real-world expertise and the ability to win in a tough fight. That's who we
should have advising these boards."
Mobbs told Brian Kilmeade that the purpose of the advisory boards is to provide
outside perspectives and expertise.
Many board members serve across administrations, which Mobbs said is in the spirit
of the military academy.
"I served alongside Obama appointees and they were extraordinarily respectful and
embraced all of us that were appointed during that period," Mobbs said.
When asked if she would step down from her position, Mobbs said, "absolutely will
not."
Menace Confirmed: Chinese Engineers Developing F-35 Killer for Communist
Army
C. Douglas Golden - The Western Journal
The country President Joe Biden once said couldn’t “eat our lunch” is readying a
hypersonic drone that could take out our most advanced fighter planes, the South
China Morning Post reported Monday.

A military vehicle carrying a drone takes part in a military parade at Tiananmen
Square in Beijing on Oct. 1, 2019, to mark the 70th anniversary of the founding of the
People's Republic of China. (Greg Baker - AFP / Getty Images)
According to the report from the Hong Kong-based outlet, Chinese military
researchers have found a way to safely land unmanned aircraft flying at or over five
times the speed of sound, bringing them closer to potentially neutralizing American
air superiority.

The news comes from a paper published last week in a Chinese peer-reviewed journal
by researcher Dai Fei. She and her colleagues working with the People’s Liberation
Army Air Force said they’d made improvements to hypersonic drones.
The Morning Post noted hypersonic technology “has progressed considerably, with
China and Russia deploying various types of hypersonic missiles in recent years, and
growing interest in applying the advances to drones.
“But bringing such aircraft back to ground safely has proved problematic.”
The Morning Post cited Chinese professor Wang Xing, who spoke about deploying
hypersonic drones against America’s F-22 and F-35 stealth jets at a conference last
year.
Both aircraft can fly at over twice the speed of sound. A hypersonic drone, Wang said,
could catch up to the American jets in a matter of seconds.
Of course, a drone that can’t be landed is going to be a difficult sell. Most aircraft
can land using software, and if things go wrong, a human crew — either manned or
unmanned — can intervene.
However, there simply aren’t computers fast enough to calculate a descent for a plane
traveling at hypersonic speeds — as in, over five times the speed of sound.
Dai’s team said hypersonic drones could instead choose one of three models for a
possible approach using factors like air pressure and altitude.
But remember what Joe Biden said back on the campaign trail in 2019.
“China is going to eat our lunch? Come on, man. They can’t even figure out how to
deal with the — the fact that they have this great division between the China Sea and
the mountains in the East — I mean in the West,” Biden said.
He added Beijing “can’t figure out how they’re going to deal with the corruption that
exists within the system. I mean, you know, they’re not bad folks, folks. But guess what,
they’re not — they’re not competition for us.”
Perhaps not. Perhaps we’ve got the answer to hypersonic drones all figured out.
The president isn’t exactly a hawk on China, however.
While he talks tough, consider this: Biden’s first defense budget was deemed so
lacking that some Democrats actually joined with Republicans last week to boost
defense spending by about $24 billion, according to The New York Times.
The book of Isaiah talks of a time when “the wolf and the lamb shall graze together.”
The closest thing you’ll see to that in this vale of tears is the donkey and the elephant
spending more on defense together because the president didn’t want to.
If it were “infrastructure,” sure — Biden would be all about spending. In fact, he’s
couched his infrastructure spree as a move to secure America’s supremacy over
Beijing.

Yet the House Armed Services Committee actually has to cajole President Daddy
Warbucks to spend bucks to counter the first serious military threat to the U.S. since
the disintegration of the Soviet bloc.
China means war, and that war is most likely to happen in Taiwan. One of the
Chinese Communist Party’s chief propaganda mills recently issued a direct threat to
the small island nation, warning it of the “hopelessness of a US victory if it gets itself
involved in a cross-Straits war.”
Perhaps this is nothing more than a feint by the Chinese Communist Party to convince
the Biden administration it’s more dangerous than it actually is. Perhaps this will
come to nothing.
Before we invest massive amounts of money in so-called “care infrastructure,”
however, wouldn’t it be better to ensure our long-term air superiority over a country
looking to develop an F-35 killer?

